Traffic problem is more serious, as the number of vehicles is growing. Most of the road accidents were caused by carelessness of drivers. To reduce the number of traffic accidents and improve the safety and efficiency of traffic for many years around the world and company studies have been conducted on intelligent transport systems (ITS). Intelligent vehicle, (IV) the system is part of a system which is designed to assist drivers in the perception of any dangerous situations before, to avoid accidents after sensing and understanding the environment around itself. In this paper, it proposes architecture for driver assistance system based on image processing technology. To predict possible Lane departure, camera is mounted on the windshield of the car to determine the layout of roads and determines the position of the vehicle on line Lane. The resulting sequence of images is analyzed and processed by the proposed system, which automatically detects the Lane lines. The results showed of the proposed system to work well in a variety of settings, In addition computer response system is inexpensive and almost real time.
Introduction
Developing a driver assistance system is very important in the context of road conditions. A driver finds it difficult to control the vehicle due to sudden pot holes or bumps or sudden turns where the road signs are not very prominent or missing most of the times. Suppose there is a system with integrated motion camera and an integrated onboard computer with the vehicle, a simple driver guidance system based on frame by frame analysis of the motion frames can be developed and thereby generate the alarm signals accordingly, so that the driving can be made quite easier.
System of intelligent vehicle is a component of the system which is designed to assist drivers in the perception of any dangerous situations before, to avoid accidents after sensing and understanding the environment around itself [1] [2] .
To date there have been numerous studies into the recognition. Authors start with a plane road bird image using reverse perspective. Mapping to delete then retrieve the perspective effect, Lane markers based on restriction, and the marker width Lane.
Traffic accidents have become one of the most serious problems. The reason is that most accidents happen due to negligence of the driver. Rash and negligent driving could push other drivers and passengers in danger on the roads. More and more accidents can be avoided if such dangerous driving condition is detected early and warned to other drivers. Most of the roads, cameras and speed sensors are used for monitoring and identifying drivers who exceed the permissible speed limit on roads and motorways. This simplistic approach, and there are no restrictions. If drivers slow down speed detectors, they would not be detected, even though they exceeded the allowed speed. In traditional methods [3] , there are some disadvantages. For example, an algorithm that performs well structured way may work poorly on flat roads, while the algorithm which is suitable for treatment of roads in rural areas may not be suitable for processing. More to the point, edge or intensity-based methods will be on flat roads for lack of obvious edges or markings with vivid intensity. On the other hand the background color or texture-based methods does not hold for roads because the color and texture of single band do not have much difference from the next lane.
The aim of this work is to inherit these promising research results and further explore this potential problem. Usually a reliable and efficient detection of Lane should be comprehensive, the following aspects:
Detection system on-board Lane for intelligent vehicle based on Monocular vision: 1) Considering ways, including straight, curved, painted, unpainted road.
2) The shadows are a result of artifacts produced by trees, buildings, bridges, or other means of transport.
3) A reasonable computational complexity to an embedded processor may qualify. For the past years, more researches in the intelligent transportation system (ITS) community [4] has been devoted to the topic of lane departure warning (LDW) [5] - [7] .
Many of the highway deaths each year were attributed to Lane departure of the vehicle. Many automobile manufacturers are developing advanced driver assistance systems, many of which include subsystems that help prevent unintended Lane departure. Consistent approach among these systems is warning the driver when predicted unintended Lane departure.
To predict possible Lane departure, vision system detects the vehicle markings on the road and determines the orientation and position of the detected Lane line.
Methodology
The following methodology was adapted to develop the system.
Lane Detection
The system that sends various warnings when the vehicle departs from the lane in certain conditions.  Lane departure and getting too close to the lane marker gives an audio beep.  LDWS will sound an alert when the vehicle is within 0.5 ft from the lane marker.  If the vehicle stays on the lane marking, the beep repeats every 2 seconds.
The complexity of the actual Lane line roads are often some degradation factors, such as shade, water, pavement cracks, etc., and in the discovery process, it is difficult to achieve high performance and reliability, so you need to optimize the algorithm. Lane detection is a vital operation in most of these applications as lanes provide, the scheme is depicted in Figure 1 .
In most cases, lanes appear as well-defined, straight-line features on the image especially in highways, or as curves that can be approximated by smaller straight lines. The linear HT (Hough transform), a popular line detection algorithm, is widely used for lane detection [8] . The HT [9] is a parametric representation of points in the edge map. It consists of two steps, "voting" and "peak detection" [10] .
In the process of voting, every edge pixel ( ) where ρ is the length of the perpendicular from the origin θ to a line passing through ( ) , x y , and is the angle made by the perpendicular with the x -axis, as shown in Figure 2 . The resulting values are accumulated using a 2-D array, with the peaks in the array indicating straight lines in the image. In the process of peak detection, it involves analysis of the array accumulation to detect straight lines [11] [12] .
The high computational time incurred by conventional Hough voting, attributed to the trigonometric operations and multiplications in (1) applied to every pixel in the edge map, makes it unsuitable for direct use in lane detection, which demands real-time processing. Hierarchical pyramidal approaches have been proposed in [13] - [15] to speed up the HT computation process through parallelism. These hierarchical approaches in [16] filter candidates to be promoted to the higher levels of hierarchy by the threshold of the Accumulation spaces. For each candidate that qualifies, they perform a complete HT computation again using (1). Hence, although the hierarchical approaches.
Speed up the HT by parallelizing the process, additional costs are incurred for re-computing HT at every level. These increased computational costs are not desirable in embedded applications like lane detection in vehicles, where computational resources are limited, in this paper; a modified approach was proposed to accelerate the HT process in a computationally efficient manner, thereby making it suitable for real-time lane detection. The proposed method is applied for straight lane detection and it is shown to give good results, with significant savings in computation cost.
Hough Transforms
According to the additive property of HT (Hough Transform) as shown in Figure 3 Table 1 . The HT of a point A with respect to a global origin O can be broken into two parts: the HT of that point A with Respect to a local origin B and the HT of the local origin B with respect to the global origin O.
The count is increased from 1 to 2.
Fitting Lane
After the process of edge detection, lane line identification process is as follows: Step 1: Clear all parameter arrays empty, i.e.,
( )
Para , 0 ρ θ = for ρ and θ belong to real numbers.
Step 2: Read in all pixels ( ) , x y from left and right simultaneously. Randomly select two points in Line Step 3: Select two points. L1a ( ) Step 5 ρ θ is less than the threshold, the road lane is not exist.
Step 6: according to the ( ) Para , ρ θ i i got from Step 5, a straight line will be draw on the frame. The parameter space is used for lane predicting.
Lane Departure Prediction
Generally speaking, the position deviation of lane obtained from two or more initial detecting process is small. So the position of lanes is predictable. After the lane recognition process, the prediction of lane departure starts to work.
The departure prediction is only made in even frames for reduction of computation. If the θ of left lane line is more than a departure threshold value for 10 continuous even frame, the departure starts. If the θ of right lane line is less than a departure threshold value for 10 continuous even frame, the departure also starts.
Experimental Results.
The experiment was run under the environment of Open CV. The identification.
Firstly, the application read in the color video frame. It transformed color image into gray images for every frame as shown in Figure 6(a) . Only the pixels in ROI region was extracted edge image. The ROI region was about 1/3 part of a full frame. The calculation complexity could be reduced only in the ROI region.
Local difference of neighboring pixels is to look for the edge. It is an image gradient processing method. It locates edge accurately, and applies to image segmentation with obvious edge. 
Conclusions
By using detection algorithm of the proposed Lane, based on modified Hough transform, combining Prediction algorithm, you can check out the speed and stability of the lane. The experiment shows that this approach can easily find the appropriate parameter space Lane. The experimental results also demonstrated in this article. The results of successfully provide real-time detection and prediction of Lane in the personal computers. The algorithm also shows a good Performance at night. The experiment detected 2700 frames. The accuracy rate reaches 93.8%. The speed of the proposed algorithm is about 0.19 sec/frame, as shown in Table 2 : Filtering parameter. Under the same accuracy, the speed has been improved greatly. The proposed algorithm has great significance for real-time applications.
